OCÉ CCLG MEDIA APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Proper Application of Océ CCLG 2 mil Clear Cling Media to Glass

Dry Method

• Make sure that the glass is clean and dry.
• Peel Océ Clear Cling away from liner and put the cling on the glass where you want it located. You will see that it will virtually jump right onto the glass with great cling strength. If for any reason it is not in the right spot just peel off and apply again.
• The Océ Clear Cling will appear clear, but you will still need to take a felt squeegee (hard or rigid squeegees may damage and scratch the toner) to get any remaining air bubbles out between the cling and glass.
• Once you have squeegeed out the air bubbles please note that Océ Clear Cling will "wet out" and actually appear clearer after 48 hours.

Wet Method

• Make sure that the glass is clean and dry.
• Find the location that you want to place your cling, and first apply water to the glass with a sponge or spray bottle.
• Peel Océ Clear Cling away from liner and put the cling on the glass where you want it located. You will see that it will virtually jump right onto the glass with great cling strength. If for any reason it is not in the right spot just peel off and apply again or slide it into the right position.
• The Océ Clear Cling will appear clear, but you will still need to take a felt squeegee (hard or rigid squeegees may damage and scratch the toner) to get any remaining air bubbles out between the cling and glass.
• Once you have squeegeed out the air bubbles please note that Océ Clear Cling will "wet out" and actually appear clearer after 48 hours. Make sure to wipe off any excess water remaining on the glass.

Note: Océ Clear Cling is made specifically for window cling applications. It can be applied at temperature ranges from 0° F to 125° F on clean flat glass surfaces.